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Fairchild PT-19 Military Trainer

November 17, 2012
I am about to drop the ball over this darn PT-19 tissue covering. I covered the rear turtle deck with the grain running the crosswise
the other morning and it turned out just great. The longeron is only an 1/8” thick as shown on the left in the picture below. The side
piece of tissue was put on first with the full 1/8” to stick to, but when I tried to cut down the center of the longeron to trim off the
turtle deck’s excess tissue, the side covering came loose as shown below because there was just not enough tissue on the longeron
(only 1/16”) to hold it in place as shown below %$#@*.

The only thing I knew to do is to first take all of the covering off of the fuselage and start over. However before I did, I consulted
with a couple of master FAC scale builders to provide me with some direction as to how to prevent this from happening. It is most
instructive to read their directions in their responses.
Mike Midkiff
2 things that you have to do are: The tissue attachment longerons need 4 full str coats of nitrate. Accept the fact that
there must be full overlap on the longerons when applying 2 layers. After the 1st layer of tissue is applied, a cpl more
coats of nitrate are needed on top of the tissued longeron so there is enough adhesive for the 2 nd layer overlap and
adhere properly. There is a lot of pull when tissue shrinks and if there is only a little adhesive contact the tissue edge will
pull away.. What I try to do is apply ist layer, sand down along the longeron to reduce the density appearance when the
2 nd tissue layer overlaps the 1 st on ea longeron. This way the tissue density is not as stark appearing as 2 tissue
layers. Before the tissue is fully dry, pull it up 90˚ to the edge of the longeron and carefully trim the excess off with a
razor blade. Yea it is fun aint it!

David Moody
After its stuck, but before it's shrunk, fold back the tissue against itself and crease it To give a nice edge. Get a new
double edged razor blade and carefully trim it. Once you're happy, wet a small section and dope it wet and rub it smooth
till dry, then move on. Start with a couple of inch section at a time. Q-tips work here.

As you read above, neither one of them cut through both layers of the tissue as I did. This was the missing link that was giving me all
of the problems. It is hard to believe that I have building models for almost 70 years now and never learned how to cover using
tissue. We all can learn something new most every day with the help of others like Mike and David. This tissue covering skill is a
“must master” in order to build FAC scale models. I only wish that I did not have to learn on the PT-19. So with a good supply of
Acetone on hand, I was able to remove all of the blue tissue from the fuselage structure as shown below. Now the structure will have
to be re-doped and re-sanded to prepare it for re-covering. Thanks to Mike and David, I now have a workable technique for covering
the PT-19 fuselage.
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While the fuselage frame was bare, I added 1/16” doublers up at the front to increase the width for the tissue seams to stick to as
shown below. I also put in some filler pieces on the vertical near the leading edge of the wing to provide for a side tissue seam.

On a different subject, I noticed that the yellow tissue on the wing had developed puckers at every trailing edge-rib joint as shown
below. However, notice the puckers are only occurring on the side of the joint that has no gusset. The tissue on the side of the joint
with the gusset remains smooth with no evidence of puckering. The only way to remedy this problem is to remove all of the yellow
tissue from the wing and put in the missing gussets on the other side of the ribs. :O<

So I placed an online order for more yellow and blue Esaki Japanese tissue with the A2Z company today........................Tandy

Tandy C. Walker
3602 Lynnwood Drive
Arlington, TX 76013-1120 USA
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